WE ARE INQUIRING INTO
As Researchers, we are using
photos, people and pictures to get
information

As Thinkers, we are persisting with
our learning even with it is
challenging

Read, write and count number patterns from
different starting points
Locate numbers on a number line
Describe positions e.g. on top, beside, between
Grade 1: Give & follow simple directions to find a location
Prep: Use Time to compare and order events
Grade 1:Tell Time to the hour and half hour
Recognise the fraction one half

ART
3D sculptures - Planning and
presenting artworks
Painted stick mobile
3D sculptures using plasticine
Designing and producing a
diorama for plasticine sculpture
Circular frame weaving
Shadow puppets linked to
literacy in the classroom.

NUMERACY

. What makes a place special?
As Self-Managers, we are staying
curious about what we are
learning

As Collaborators, we are sharing
our ideas with others

Term Projections
Grade P/1

LITERACY

Term 2, 2018

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Play is the Way: Treat Others As
You Would Like Them to Treat You
Cooperation and Sharing in Small
Group Activities
Fundamental Motor Skills: jump, run,
catch, kick, bounce, leap, dodge,
throw, strike
Athletics
District Tabloid Sports

As Communicators, we are
retelling what someone has
told us

Writing recounts, including; Who, What, When & Where
Exposure to text types such as Narratives, Recounts &
Information texts
Comprehension strategies: visualizing & making connections
Write to Read: identifying and using the phonograms
(a sound made by a single letter, two, three or four letters in a
word) and rules of the English language

LOTE – Indonesian
Greetings
Simple phrasing
Numbers to ten and beyond
Transport
Games
New songs

MUSIC
Expressive movement to
classical music
Solo and group singing
Marimba and untuned
percussion
Simple circus skills

Social Skills and Wellbeing:

PREP-2 TABLOID
SPORT
Friday May 18th

* This term, we will continue to use Wilson Games , to promote positive social interactions,
reflection and team work.

* The rules we are working on are:
- Treating others as you like to be treated and Being Brave - Participate to progress.

100 Days of School
Celebration
Thursday
June 28th

